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Innovative Architects Welcomes the Addition of
Scott McMichael as Director of Project Operations
Duluth, GA — February 14th, 2007 — Innovative Architects, a Microsoft Gold Partner, has announced the
addition of Scott McMichael as Director of Project Operations. The addition of Scott, with his expertise in project management and
business process analysis, will strengthen our management team and bolster efforts to expand our project management
capabilities.
Scott brings years of experience delivering Information Technology solutions and services to a wide variety of clients across the
globe. Prior to joining Innovative Architects, Scott worked as Director of Projects at American Systems / Thoughtmill. "We are very
pleased to have Scott join our team," said Dan Michaels, Sales Principal of Innovative Architects. "He will have an active role in
maturing our operations and helping us to achieve our financial and market penetration goals.”
Upon accepting his new role, Scott stated, "I am pleased to have joined a team with the caliber of technologists that I have met on
the team. Innovative Architects is perfectly organized to offer clients practical solutions to their Application Integration, Portal
Management and Business Intelligence challenges through Microsoft’s Enterprise Solution set."
Innovative Architects is experienced in utilizing Microsoft technologies to build scaleable, reliable solutions. The expertise of our
consultants and our commitment to quality has resulted in successful relationships with leading companies throughout the US. Our
goal is to help our customers achieve significant returns on their technology investments by deploying modular, reusable solutions
that fit with client's legacy systems and with their new strategic architectures.
Contact us to find out how Microsoft technologies, combined with our experience, can deliver the right solution for your business.
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